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Abstract. The newly established cluster of excellence C OT E S YS 1 investigates
the realization of cognitive capabilities such as perception, learning, reasoning,
planning, and execution for technical systems including humanoid robots, flexible manufacturing systems, and autonomous vehicles. In this paper we describe
cognitive technical systems using a sensor-equipped kitchen with a robotic assistant as an example. We will particularly consider the role of Artificial Intelligence
in the research enterprise.
Key research foci of Artificial Intelligence research in C OT E S YS include (◦) symbolic representations grounded in perception and action, (◦) first-order probabilistic representations of actions, objects, and situations, (◦) reasoning about objects
and situations in the context of everyday manipulation tasks, and (◦) the representation and revision of robot plans for everyday activity.
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Introduction

The newly established cluster of excellence C OT E S YS [1] (Cognition for Technical Systems) investigates the realization of cognitive capabilities such as perception, learning,
reasoning, planning, and execution for technical systems including humanoid robots,
flexible manufacturing systems, and autonomous vehicles (off-road vehicle and blimb).
One of our ultimate goals is, as Brachman [2] puts it in the context of general cognitive
systems, to turn technical systems into “ones that can reason using substantial amounts
of appropriately represented knowledge, learn from its experience so that it performs
better tomorrow than it did today, explain itself and be told what to do, be aware of its
own capabilities and reflect on its own behavior, and respond robustly to surprise.” A
technical system that is cognitive in this sense will be more reliable, flexible, adaptive,
and robust. These kinds of systems ease interaction and cooperation with humans.
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C OT E S YS is funded by the German Research Council DFG as a research cluster of excellence
within the “excellence initiative” from 2006-2011. C OT E S YS partner institutions are: Technische Universität München (TUM), Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität (LMU), Universität der
Bundeswehr (UBM), Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR), and Max-PlanckInstitute for Neurobiology (MPI), all in Munich.

Thus, we consider Cognitive technical systems (CTS) to be information processing systems equipped with artificial sensors and actuators, integrated and embedded
into physical systems, and acting in a physical world. CTSs differ from other technical
systems as they perform cognitive control and have cognitive capabilities. Cognitive
control orchestrates reflexive and habitual behavior in accord with longterm intentions.
Cognitive capabilities such as perception, reasoning, learning, and planning turn technical systems into systems that “know what they are doing” [2].
This paper sheds light on the role of Artificial Intelligence for the C OT E S YS cluster
and cognitive technical systems in general, on methods of Artificial Intelligence that we
believe to apply well to cognitive technical systems, and on the challenges that cognitive
technical systems present to Artificial Intelligence research.

2

Why Cognitive Technial Systems are not Merely AI-based
Technical Systems

Looking at the notion of cognitive technical systems we have put forward in the introduction one might be tempted to simply view them as a subfield of Artificial Intelligence. This view, however, is neither valid nor useful. Let us explain why.

Fig. 1. Demonstrator Cognitive Factory: A flexible manufacturing system consisting of two CNC
machines, an assembly robot, a material handling robot, an automatic storage unit, a computer
controllable conveyor belt, and a quality measuring unit is further enhanced with sensor networks and high performance 3D laser sensors. Cognitive mechanisms enable the factory system
to learn situation-specific models of production steps, to estimate the state of manufacturing processes, to dynamically reschedule individual production steps to react to perceived disturbances
and respond to dynamically changed objective functions. The system also provides human process planners with much more informative models of production processes that are learned from
experience.

2.1

Realizing Cognitive Technical Systems

A main focus of the C OT E S YS cluster is the realization of a cognitive factory [3] (see
Figure 1), humanoid robots in sensor-equipped environments [4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13]
(see Figure 2), and autonomous vehicles (see Figure 3) as the main demonstration platforms that are to exhibit cognitive capabilities. As successfully demonstrated in a number of other leading-edge research projects demonstration platforms and their accompanying demonstration scenarios can serve as the main driving forces for the research
in the cluster (cf. [14,15,16,17]).
The C OT E S YS demonstrators and scenarios are designed to challenge fundamental
as well as applied research in the areas of perception, knowledge and learning. reasoning and planning, interaction, and execution. Individual cognitive capabilities are to
be integrated into complete control systems and embedded within the demonstrators.
The demonstrator research ensures that the cluster is not producing isolated pieces of
software but rather software components that function as part of an integrated cognitive system. The demonstrators thereby enforce researchers of different institutions and
disciplines to cooperate in order to achieve the planned demonstration scenarios. The
breadth of the demonstrators also reduce the risk of overfitting cognitive mechanisms
to overly specific contexts because the demonstrators challenge the research along different dimensions.

Fig. 2. Demonstrator platforms humanoid robots. The C OT E S YS cluster investigates ways to
equip the walking machine Johnnie (left, c Prof. Ulbrich, TUM) and its currently developed successor Lola and Justin (right, c Prof. Hirzinger, DLR), a humanoid upper body system for two
handed manipulation, with cognitive capabilities. Intermediate research platforms are existing
mobile robots with manipulators such as the B21 robot depicted in the middle acting as a kitchen
assistant. Scenarios in which cognitive capabilities will be demonstrated include household work,
party service, and shopping.

The realization of complex demonstration scenarios on these technical systems requires immense concerted efforts of researchers in the engineering and computational
sciences. On the engineering side the systems need to be designed, modeled, and analyzed carefully. On the computational side we need comprehensive communication and
computational infrastructure that combines the various hard- and software components
for perception, reasoning and learning, and acting. It goes without saying that doing one
without the other is doomed to fail.

The focus on demonstrators and integrated system research is also important as a
research paradigm. The cognitive capabilities of CTSs enable them to reason about the
use of their information processing mechanisms: they can check results, debug them,
and apply better suited mechanisms if default methods fail. Therefore, their information
processing mechanisms do not need to be hard coded completely. They should still be
correct and complete but through dynamic adaptation rather than static coding. This
is important because in all but the simplest cases completeness and correctness come
at the cost of those problems becoming unsolvable — computationally intractable at
best. For example, computing a scene description from a given camera image is an illposed problem [18], checking the validity of statements in first-order logical theories is
undecidable, computing a plan for achieving a set of goals is intractable for all but the
most trivial action representations.

Fig. 3. Demonstrator platforms vehicles. The autonomous automobile MuCAR-3 (left, c Prof.
Wünsche,) and the DLR blimb (right, c Prof. Hirzinger, DLR) are planned to cooperate in specified rescue scenarios.

2.2

Motor Control in Natural Systems

A second aspect where the research area of technical cognitive systems goes beyond the
scope of most AI research is that much of the inspiration of how technical systems are
to be equipped with cognitive mechanisms is taken from the research in the cognitive
sciences, in particular those areas that study computational models of perception and
attention and motor control 2 .
Industrial robots are faster, more accurate, and stronger than humans. Yet many manipulation tasks that are easily performed by humans as part of their everyday activities
are well beyond the capabilities of such robots. The main reason for this superiority is
that humans have a brain, an information and control mechanism tailored for flexible,
reliable, and adaptive motion control. As we are working towards autonomous service
robots operating and performing manipulation in the presence of humans and in human
2

See http://www.foresight.gov.uk/previous projects/cognitive systems/index.html for a comprehensive discussion of this and related subjects.

living and working environments, the robots must exhibit similar levels of flexibility,
reliability, and adaptivity.
Animals and humans deal easily with everyday situations – an ability technical systems currently lack. Unlike artificial systems, they develop and learn how to extract and
incorporate new information from the environment. Animals have survived in our complex world by developing brains and adequate information processing strategies [19].
Brains cannot compete with computers on tasks requiring raw computational power.
However, they are extremely well-suited to deal with ill-structured problems that involve a high degree of unpredictability, uncertainty, and fuzziness. They can easily
cope with an abundance of complex sensory stimuli that have to be transformed into
appropriate sequences of motor actions.
Because brains of humans and non-human primates have successfully developed
information processing mechanisms to overcome many of the limitations of technical
systems, C OT E S YS studies and analyzes cognition in natural systems and transfers the
respective insights into the design and implementation of cognitive control systems for
technical systems [20].
To this end, cognitive scientists study the neurobiological and neurocognitive foundations of cognition in humans and animals and develop computational models of cognitive capabilities that explain their empirical findings. These computational models
will then be studied by the C OT E S YS engineers and computer scientists with respect to
their applicability to artificial cognitive systems and empirically evaluated in the context
of the C OT E S YS demonstrators.
2.3

The CoTeSys Approach

Recognizing the situation that the successful realization of CTSs require AI methods as
well as solid grounding in physical systems and insights from the cognitive sciences,
C OT E S YS structures interdisciplinary research on cognition in three closely intertwined
research threads, which perform fundamental research and empirically study and implement cognitive models in the context of the demonstration testbeds. The research
threads are:
1. Systemic Neuroscience, Cognitive Science, and Neurocognitive Psychology which
develop computational models of cognitive control, perception, and motor action
based on experimental studies at the behavioral and brain level.
2. Information processing technology, which studies and develops algorithms and
software systems for realizing cognitive capabilities. Particularly relevant are modern methods from Control and Information Theory, Artificial Intelligence including
learning, perception, and symbolic reasoning.
3. Engineering technologies, which investigate research problems in the areas of mechatronics, sensing technology, sensor fusion, smart sensor networks, control rules,
controllability, stability, model/knowledge representation, and reasoning needed to
implement robust cognitive abilities in technical systems with guaranteed performance constraints.
In recent years, these disciplines studying cognitive systems have crossfertilized
each other in various ways. Researchers studying human sensorimotor control have

Fig. 4. C OT E S YS research strategy: Three research disciplines (cognitive and life sciences, information processing and mathematical sciences, and engineering sciences) work synergetically
together to explore cognition for technical systems. Research is structured into three groups of
research areas: cognitive foundations, cognitive mechanisms, and demonstration scenarios. Cognitive mechanisms to be realized include perception, reasoning and learning, action selection and
planning, and joint human/robot action.

found convincing empirical evidence for the use of Bayes estimation and cost function enabled control mechanisms in natural movement control [19]. Bayesian networks
and the associated reasoning and learning mechanisms have inspired research in cognitive psychology in particular the formation of causal theory with young children
[21,22,23,24]. Functional MRI images of rat brains have shown neural activation patterns of place cells similar to multimodal probability distributions in robot localization
using Bayesian filters [25].
The conclusions that C OT E S YS draws from these examples are that (1) successful computational mechanisms in artificial cognitive systems tend to have counterparts
with similar functionality in natural cognitive systems; and (2) new consolidated findings about the structure and functional organization of perception and motion control
in natural cognitive systems show us much better ways of organizing and specifying
computational tasks in artificial cognitive systems.
Cognition for technical systems is not the mere rational reconstruction of natural
cognitive systems. Natural cognitive systems are impressively well adapted to the computational infrastructure and the perception and action capabilities of the systems they
control. Technical cognitive systems have computational means, perception and action
capabilities with very different characteristics. Learning and motor control for reaching
and grasping provide a good case in point. While motor control in natural systems takes
up to 100ms to receive motion feedback, high end industrial manipulators execute feedback loops at 1000Hz with a delay of 0.5ms. In contrast to robot arms, control signals
for muscles are noisy and muscles take substantial amounts of time to produce the required force. On the other hand, antagonistic muscle groups support the achievement of
equilibrium states. Thus, where in natural systems predictive models of motion are re-

quired because of the large delay of feedback signals, robot arms can perform the same
kind of motions better by using fast feedback loops without resorting to prediction. Because of these differences, we cannot expect that generally all information processing
mechanisms optimized for the perceptual apparatus, the brain, and the limbs of humans
or non-human primates will apply, without modification, to the control of CTSs.

3

Cognition in the Perception-Action Loop

C OT E S YS investigates the cognition in technical systems in terms of the cognition-based
perception-action closed loop. Figure 5(left) depicts the system architecture of a cognitive system with multi-sensor perception, cognition (learning, knowledge, action planning), and action. C OT E S YS research is dedicated to real-time performance of this control loop. On the higher level, key components comprise environment models, learning
and knowledge management, all in real-time and tightly connected to physical action.
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Fig. 5. The cognitive system architecture: The perception-action closed loop (left) and the interplay of the cognitive capabilities (right).

The mapping of the technical system operation onto the perception-action cycle depicted in Figure 5(left) might suggest that we functionally decompose cognition into
modules where one module performs motor action, another one reasoning, and so on.
In order to achieve the needed synergies, the coupling of the different cognitive capabilities must be much more intense and interconnected as depicted in Figure 5(right). For
example, the system can learn to plan and plan to learn. It can learn to plan more reliably and efficiently and also plan in order to acquire informative experiences to learn
from. Or, perception is integrated into action to perform tasks that require hand-eye coordination. Further, perception often requires action to obtain information that cannot
be gathered passively.
C OT E S YS investigates the perception-action loop within a highly interdisciplinary
research endeavor starting with discipline-specific views of the loop components in
order to obtain a common understanding of key concepts, such as perception, (motor)
action, knowledge and models, learning, reasoning, and planning.

Perception is the acquisition of information about the environment and the body of an
actor. In cognitive science models, part of the information received by the receptors is
processed at higher levels in order to produce task-relevant information. This is done
by recognizing, classifying, and locating objects, observing relevant events, recognizing the essence of scenes and intentional activities, retrieving context information, and
recognizing and assessing situations [26,27]. In control theory, perception strongly correlates with the concept of observation — the identification of system states that are
needed to generate the right control signals. Artificial intelligence, a subfield of computer science, is primarily concerned with perception and action; perception is often
framed as a probabilistic estimation problem [28] and the estimated states are often
transformed into symbolic representations that enable the systems to communicate and
reason about what they perceive [29].
(Motor) Action is the process of generating behavior to change the world and to achieve
some objectives of the acting entity.3 [31] To produce action, primate brains use a quasihierarchy ranging from elementary motor elements at lower cortical levels to complex
“action” sequences and plans at higher levels. Natural cognitive systems use internal
forward models to predict the consequences of motor signals to account for delays in
the computation process and filtering out uninformative incoming sensory information
[19]. This cognitive science view can be contrasted to control theory, where behavior is
specified in terms of control rules. Control rules for feedback control are derived from
accurate mathematical dynamical system models. The design of control rules aims at
control systems that are controllable, stable, and robust and can thereby provably satisfy
given performance requirements [32]. Action theories in Artificial Intelligence typically
abstract from many dynamical aspects of actions and behavior in order to handle more
complex tasks [33]. Powerful computational models have been developed to rationally
select the best actions (based on decision theory criteria) [28], to learn skills and action
selection strategies from experience [34], and to perform action aware control [35].
Knowledge (Models) in cognitive science is conceived to consist of both declarative
and procedural knowledge.4 Declarative knowledge is recognizing and understanding
factual information known about objects, ideas, and events in the environment. It also
contains the inter-relationsships between objects, events, and entities in the environment. Procedural knowledge is information regarding how to execute a sequence of
operations. In cognitive science various models have been proposed as part of computational models of motor control and learning to explain behavior of human and primate behavior in empirical studies [19,37]. Most prominent are the forward and backward models of actions for the prediction of the actions’ effects and sensory consequences and for the optimization of skills [38]. Graphical models have been proposed
to explain the acquisition of causal knowledge with younger children [23]. In control
systems, various mathematical models, such as differential equations or automata that
capture the evolution of dynamical systems, are used [39]. Research in Artificial In3
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Brown and Rosenbaum characterize motor control as “the ability of biological and artificial
systems to plan, initiate, maintain, monitor, and correct movements to attain physically realizable goals. A model is a system or process that permits predictions.” [30]
Again we refer to the research review performed by the Foresight project [36] for a comprehensive introduction into the area of representation in the brain.

telligence has produced powerful representations for joint probability distributions and
symbolic knowledge representation mechanisms. It has developed the mechanisms to
endow CTSs with encyclopedic [40,41] and common sense knowledge [42].
Learning is the process of acquiring information, and, respectively, the reorganization of information that results in new knowledge. The learned knowledge can relate
to skills, attitudes, and values and can be acquired through study, experience, or being
taught — the cognitive science view. Learning causes a change of behavior that is persistent, measurable, and specified. It is a process that depends on experience and leads
to long-term changes in behavior. In control theory, adaptive control investigates control algorithms in which one or more of the parameters varies in real time, to allow the
controller to remain effective in varying process conditions. Another key learning mechanism is the identification of parameters in mathematical models. In Artificial Intelligence, a large variety of information processing methods for learning have been developed. These mechanisms include classification learners, such as decision tree learners
or support vector machines, function approximators, such as artificial neural networks,
sequence learning algorithms, and reinforcement learners that determine optimal action
selection strategies for uncertain situations [43]. The learning algorithms are to be integrated into comprehensive systems that automatically collect the experience needed
for self-improvement, that perform lifelong learning, and can improve system behavior
even if very little experience is available.5
Reasoning is a cognitive process by which an individual or system may infer a conclusion from an assortment of evidence, or from statements of principles. In the cognitive
sciences reasoning processes are typically studied in the context of complex problem
solving tasks, such as solving student problems, using protocol analysis methods (“think
aloud”). In the engineering sciences specific reasoning mechanisms for prediction tasks,
such as Bayesian filtering, are employed and studied [28]. Other reasoning tasks are
solved in the system design phase by the system engineers, where control rules are
proven to be stable. The resulting systems have no need for execution time reasoning
because of their guaranteed behavior envelope. Artificial intelligence has developed a
variety of reasoning mechanisms, including causal, temporal, spatial, and teleological
reasoning, which enables CTSs to solve dynamically changing, interfering, and more
complex tasks.
Planning is a process of generating (possibly partial) representations of future behavior, prior to the use of such plans, to constrain or control current behavior. It comprises
reasoning about the future in order to generate, revise, or optimize the intended course
of action. In Artificial Intelligence, we view plans as control programs that can be executed, be reasoned about, and be manipulated [44]. A key area where synergies between
the engineering and information processing disciplines are to be expected is the tight
coupling of symbolic action planning on the one side and manipulation with manipulation and path planning on the other one [45,46,47]. Another area where breakthroughs
are to be expected is the coupling of planning and learning. Here we expect plan-based
5

The view of learning being integral parts of cognitive systems and requiring additional cognitive mechanisms is pushed by the DARPA IPTO office (http://www.darpa.mil/ipto/). Here
we find funded research programs for personalized assistants that learn, integrated learning,
transfer learning, and learning applied to ground robots.

robot control systems that learn to plan complex manipulation tasks both more reliably
and efficiently and planning systems that help autonomous robots to acquire complex
manipulation plans by incorporating planning mechanisms into the learning apparatus. The synergies to be expected from these combinations will be precondiditions for
robotic assistants that can competently perform everyday manipulation tasks in the presence of people and in human living environments [48].

4

The Assistive Kitchen as a Cognitive Technical System

Let us now look at the Assistive Kitchen as an example of the kind of cognitive technical systems we have in mind [13]. The Assistive Kitchen (Figure 6) is a ubiquitous
computing, sensing, and actuation environment with a robotic assistant that aims at
– supporting and assisting people in their household chores through physical action;
– enhancing the cognitive capabilities of people by reminding them; and
– monitoring health and safety of the people.
To achieve these objectives, the Assistive Kitchen is to
– perceive, interpret, learn, and analyze models of household chore; and
– represent the acquired models such that the Assistive Kitchen can use them for
activity and safety monitoring, health assessment, and for adapting itself to the
needs and preferences of the people.
The Assistive Kitchen includes an autonomous robotic agent that is to learn and
perform complex household chores. The robot must perform housework together with
people or at least assist them in their activities. This requires safe operation in the presence of humans and behaving according to the preferences of the people they serve.
4.1

Infrastructure

We start with the hardware and software infrastructure of the kitchen, which consists of
a mobile robot and networked sensing and actuation devices that are physically embedded into the environment.
Currently, an autonomous mobile robot with two arms with grippers acts as a robotic
assistant in the Assistive Kitchen (see Figure 6). The robot is a RWI B21 robot equipped
with a stereo CCD system and laser rangefinders as its primary sensors. One laser range
sensor is integrated into the robot base to allow for estimating the robot’s position within
the environment. Small laser range sensors are mounted onto the robot’s grippers to provide sensory feedback for reaching and grasping actions. The grippers are also equipped
with RFID tag readers that support object detection and identification. Cameras allow
for longer range object recognition and vision-based interaction with people.
The robot can manipulate objects and its environment using its two industrial strength
Amtec Powercube arms with simple grippers. While the arms and grippers are not very
dexterous they permit the execution of simple manipulation actions such as getting
plates and glasses out of the cupboard and putting them onto the table.

Fig. 6. The Assistive Kitchen containing a robot and a variety of sensors. The sensors provided
by the environment (left) in the form of a sensor network include laser range finders, RFID tag
readers, force and acceleration sensors, and CCD cameras. The mobile manipulation platform is
equipped with two robot arms with grippers, and various sensors, most notably a stereo camera
unit and small laser range sensors mounted on the robot grippers.

The sensor-equipped kitchen environment (see Figure 6) disposes of global environment sensors, sensor-equipped furniture, web-enabled appliances, “smart” objects,
and instrumentation for people acting in the environment [49]. In this section we will
look at these components in more detail.
We have mounted a set of static off-the-shelf cameras positioned to cover the kitchen
area with high resolution in critical working areas. With these cameras, actions of the
people and robots can be tracked from different locations to allow for more accurate positioning and pose estimation. In addition, laser range sensors are mounted at the walls
for covering large parts of the kitchen. They provide accurate and valuable position data
for the people present in the environment and their movements within the kitchen.
The furniture is also equipped with various sensors. For example, we have cupboards with long-range RFID tag readers that enable the cupboards to “know” the identities of the RFID tagged objects that are inside of them. They also have magnetic
contact sensors that sense whether the cupboard doors are open or closed. The table
contains several integrated capacitive sensors that report the presence of objects based
on local capacitance, while the RFID readers provide exact information on what object
was placed there.
Web-enabled kitchen appliances such as the refrigerator, the oven, the microwave,
and the faucet, allow for remote and wireless monitoring and control.
In addition, kitchen utensils, tools and small appliances are equipped with integrated sensors. For example, we use a knife (see Figure 7) instrumented with a 6DOF
force/torque sensor that allows us to record the force trajectories over extended periods
of time. Because the shapes of the force trajectories are characteristic for the physical
properties of the objects, we can learn object specific force profiles and use them to
classify the objects being cut.
Another smart object is a sensor-instrumented coffee machine. The integrated sensors provide information whether the filter unit is open and about whether a coffee filter

Fig. 7. Knife with embedded force sensors networked within the wireless sensor network. The
graphs show force profiles characteristic for cutting objects of particular classes such as bananas
or apples.

is installed, whether the machine is switched on or off, the amount of water in the water
container, etc.
Small ubiquitous devices offer the possibility to instrument people with additional
sensors. In our case, we have built a glove equipped with an RFID tag reader (see
Figure 8) that enables us to identify the objects that are manipulated by the person
wearing it. In addition, the person is equipped with tiny inertial measurement units that
provide us with detailed information about the person’s limb motions.
The sensors in the Assistive Kitchen are connected into distributed sensor networks
(see Figure 8), which are enhanced with cognitive capabilities. To this end the sensors
are wirelessly connected to small ubiquitous computing devices (like Gumstix) and
to personal computers that perform state estimation and data-mining tasks. This way,
activity data can be collected and abstracted into models in a distributed manner. Cognitive capabilities of the network include the estimation of meaningful states from sensor
data, the continual acquisition, update, and use of activity models, and the estimation
of context conditions that allow for the simplification of recognition tasks. Because of
these capabilities cognitive sensor networks always have up-to-date models of objects,
situations, and activities, which enable the networks to provide a continual service for
answering queries about the environment and the activities that take place in it.
Cognitive sensor networks can estimate states and recognize events that are meaningful in the application domain but must be obtained by combining, interpreting, and
abstracting the sensor data of different sensors over time. For example, mounting RFID
tags and acceleration sensors to kitchen utensils allows the environment to recognize
force-dynamic states such as an object being picked up, carried, or put down. The
recognition of force-dynamic states is essential for segmenting activities into meaningful subactions. The networks can also learn about places that play particular roles in
the activities that are monitored. The system can learn where the people prepare food
or where food is stored, etc.

Fig. 8. Sensor networks in the Assistive Kitchen.

4.2

Perception

There is a large number of perception tasks that need to be accomplished by the sensor
equipped kitchen and the robotic assistant. The sensor-equipped environment has to recognize, classify, and estimate the parameters of everyday manipulation activities, such
as setting the table, cooking, and cleaning up. It has to determine the objects relevant
for tasks — even in cluttered scenes, classify them, determine their positions and orientation, and grasp points to manipulate them. The robot has to perceive possibly using
the sensor network as an additional resource the semantically meaningful components
of the environment both very accurately and abstractly. Finally, a variety of perceptual
capabilities with respect to people are needed including the detection and recognition
of people, understanding human body language (mimics, gestures), etc.
In the remainder of the Section we focus on two perceptual tasks that are particular
interesting from the point of view of Artificial Intelligence: the perception of human
actions and activities and the perception of human living environments.
The Perception of Human Actions and Activities The challenge here is that the sensorequipped kitchen has to recognize and interpret human activities over extended periods
of time, meaning days or even weeks [50]. While being switched on the system has
to recognize high-level activities such as setting the table, having a meal, cooking, and
cleaning up. Activities can be performed concurrently such as cleaning and cooking and
can be interrupted, for example when a visitor comes. Activities have to be decomposed

into discrete actions such as putting a plate on the table in order to recognize how activities are performed. In particular, the perception system has to recognize that people
carry stacks of plates to set the table instead of carrying the plates one by one. Finally,
to enable effective imitation learning by the robotic assistant the perception system has
to determine the precise parameters of motion trajectories of manipulation tasks.
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Fig. 9. RFID based recognition of everyday activities based on the disappearance of plates and
cups in the cabinet, on the table, and in the dishwasher.

For the reliable longterm observation of high-level everyday activities it is in our
view essential that we realize a perception system that generates streams of high-level
events that are strongly correlated with the activities to be recognized [51]. We believe
that use of vision algorithms that operate on image streams would be brittle and demand
very high computational resources, because the amount of sensor data interpreted is
immense and the pixel information is only weakly correlated with the activities to be
recognized [52].
Therefore, we build the high-level activity recognition system based on RFID tag
readers mounted in the environment and extend them such that they signal objects of
particular types appearing and disappearing in the sensing range of the respective RFID
tag readers. Based on these perceptual events we can characterize setting the breakfast
table as plates, cups, and other utensils disappearing from cabinets and drawers and
appearing on the breakfast table. Researchers from the Intel Lab in Seattle and the
University of Washington have pioneered this type of activity recognition by pointing
out the strong correlations between the activities of daily life and the objects used [53].

Another important perceptual task is the precise segmentation and decomposition
of activities into meaningful actions, such as picking up an object and putting it on
a table. Cognitive models suggest that this segmentation could be done by physically
interpreting activity data using the concepts of force-dynamic states and events. The
basic idea of force-dynamic models of actions is that in these models we can use the
state holding as the invariant that discriminates putting objects from many other actions
that might be similar with respect to features. Evidence that force-dynamic states are
appropriate to classify everyday manipulation actions can also be found in the human
language that is typically particularly rich with respect to force-dynamic variants of
action executions (e.g,, push, pull, draw, ...). In this model we can represent a pickup
event as follows:
pickup(hand,object,support) ⇐⇒
supports(support,object) ∧ contacts(support,object)
followed by
supports(hand,object) ∧ attached(hand,object)
A big advantage of using force-dynamic states and events as our basic concepts
for action recognition is that using distributed sensor networks we can build relatively
simple special purpose sensors that can detect force dynamic states reliably and with
high accuracy. To do this we mount RFID tags and acceleration sensors to every object
relevant for the activities. We also use a glove with an integrated RFID tag reader and
acceleration sensor. Using this sensor setting we can recognize the force-dynamic event
of picking up object o with the right hand h by looking at similar acceleration profiles
of h and o and the low-range RFID tag reader of h reporting the RFID of o.

Fig. 10. 3D vision-based full-body motion tracker. Particles representing full body poses are depicted in the left subfigure. A digital human model with the parameters of the most probable
particle is depicted on the right.

Finally, accurate motion and trajectory data are obtained by tracking a digital human model in multiple image streams recorded by the cameras installed in the sensorequipped kitchen (see Figure 10). This accurate motion tracking requires a concerted

effort from AI technology. Learning components acquire appearance models of the person to be tracked and if possible of body parts. These appearance models are then
used by the visual segmentation algorithms and the sensing evidence is probabilistically combined using an efficient, high-dimensional particle filter for tracking full-body
motion.
The Perception of Kitchen Environments The perception of living environments needed
for the assistive kitchen presents other key challenges. Here, the perception system has
to recognize the objects that the robotic assistant has to manipulate. At an abstract taskoriented level a household robot could consider the environment to consist of containers
with front doors. Some of them have specific purposes such as the fridge or the dishwasher. Other task-relevant objects are tables, such as the working plate, drawers, and
shelves.

Fig. 11. Point cloud based 3D object model of the kitchen environment of our demonstration
scenario. Objects of the classes cabinet (container with front door), tables, and drawers are shown
in different colors. A 3D object model inferred from laser scans is shown on the right.

We are developing a perceptual system for this task that users a precise laser range
scanner on a robot arm, CCD cameras, and the wireless sensor network as its sensing
resources. The key features of this perception system are that it very reliably removes
noise and outliers in point clouds generated by 3D laser scans [54]. The mechanisms are
also capable of appropriately filling holes in the object models that are typically caused
by occlusions. This accuracy is needed to segment the front of an integrated kitchen
into doors of the individual cabinets. Another key feature of this perceptual apparatus
is that it can use object states to correctly classify objects. For example, to classify that
an object is a cabinet the perceptual component must have seen the cabinet in an open
and a closed state.
4.3

Model Acquisition

C OT E S YS approaches the acquisition, management, and use of activity models using
the combination of first-order statements and probabilistic interpretation of statements
as the basic representational apparatus.
Thus, the sensor data acquired by the sensor network in the course of observing
kitchen activities are abstracted into learning task-specific experiences and stored into a

Fig. 12. Acquisition and use of a Markov Logic-based model of kitchen activities. The sensor data
acquired by the activity recognition system are stored in a relational database system. The data
in the database together with the causal structure on domain relations imply a joint probability
distribution over relations in the activity domain. This distribution is represented using Markov
logic, which allows for inferring the conditional probability of first-order statements.

relational database. The relational database together with causal links between domain
relations then imply a probability distribution over everyday activities, their parameterized execution, and characteristics. These models of activities are then acquired by
applying relational learning mechanisms to the given data and causal structure (see Figure 12) (cf. [55,56]).
Environment models are resources of the household robot that enable it to better
perform its jobs. As such they must enable the robot to better infer where things are that
it needs, how to manipulate objects (e.g., open doors), what kinds of objects are stored
in which cabinets, etc.
To this end, a cabinet identified by the perception module must be associated with
additional knowledge including what kinds of objects are stored in it, which sensor
of the sensor network reports the content of this cabinet, how is the content of the
cabinet organized. Another aspect of knowledge that the identified object models must
be associated with are the roles that objects play in activities. For example, the robot
might need to know the cup that Martin uses for breakfast, or the table where food is
prepared. This knowledge is represented using description logics based representations
in conjunction with datamining and learning mechanisms [57]. It is evident that models
that are effective resources for the robot’s activities must combine environment and
activity models.
4.4

Execution

One of the hardest challenges for execution is the question of how an autonomous robot
can perform everyday activities such as setting the table, preparing meals, cleaning
up as flexibly, reliably, and efficiently as it is required in doing household work over
extended periods of time. The performance of the robotic assistant critically depends
on the design and implementation of its activity plans.

A key issue of plan execution is the design of plan languages and plans that do
not abstract away too much important information as it is typically done in STRIPSlike [58] and PDDL-like plan languages [59]. In order to achieve high performance
robot behavior plan execution mechanisms must address optimal parameterizations of
control routines and the reliable execution of tasks [60]. Consider an office delivery
robot navigating through its environment. If we look at the state of the art, in particular
when the robots use sonar sensors, then the robots are capable of navigating through the
hallway quickly, but have problems with traversing doorways. Consequently, looking
ahead and preparing for smooth and optimal doorway traversals has more impact on
performance than tour optimization. However, these improvements cannot be achieved
when considering door traversal as a blackbox independent of its parameterization and
situational context.
Making plans tolerant of sensor error, execution failures, and changing environments requires them to specify how to respond to asynchronously arriving sensory data
and other events. They must also prescribe concurrent and synchronized actions. Many
control patterns other than those provided by common plan representations have been
proven to be necessary for flexible and reliable robot control. Plans cannot abstract away
from the fact that they generate concurrent, event-driven control processes without the
robot losing the capability to predict and forestall many kinds of plan execution failures.

Fig. 13. Simulated robot acting in the kitchen (left) and a typical execution failure that the robot
has to correct and to recover from (right).

4.5

Reasoning and Planning

Robotic agents can not be fully programmed for every application. Thus, in this demonstration scenario we realize robot control programs that specialize to their respective
robot platform, work space, and tasks (see Figure 14).
Specifically we realize a high-level control program for setting the table. The program learns from experience where to stand when taking a glass out of the cupboard,
how to best grasp particular kitchen utensils, where to look for particular cutlery, etc.
This requires the control system to know the parameters of control routines and to have

set the table
...
pick-up-obj
go2pose
grip-obj
...
...

Fig. 14. Self-adaptation of different robots in different kitchens.

models of how the parameters change the behavior [60]. Also, the robots are required
to perform their tasks over extended periods of time, which asks for very robust control.
Let us consider the setting of a table as an illustrative example (see Figure 15) for the
automatic acquisition of new high-level skills. Upon receiving “set the table” the robot
retrieves instructions from webpages such as ehow.com. These instructions are typically
sequences of steps to be executed in order to carry out the activities successfully. The
challenges of this execution scenario are: (1) translate the abstract instructions into an
executable robot control program, (2) supplement missing information through observations of kitchen activities, (3) transform the action sequence into an activity structure
that can be carried out more reliably, efficiently, and flexibly. Instructions typically abstract away from these aspects of activity specification.

task
set the table

executable plan
abstract general plan

knowledge base
ehow.com
Cyc
optimized adapted plan
– parametrization
• preferred dinnerware
• preferred seating
location
– transformation
• stack plates
• use tray

in simulation

activity recognition
sensor equipped kitchen

Fig. 15. Learning to set the table.

Let us now look at some of the hard challenges in this scenario. First, translating
abstract instructions into a working robot control program requires answers to the following research questions: (1) How can the plan libraries of autonomous household

robots be specified so generally, reliably, transparently, and modularily that a robot can
compose (almost) working plans from abstract instructions? [61] For newly composed
sequences of plan steps to work it helps if the individual plan steps are specified as
“universal plans”, that is they achieve – if necessary – all preconditions needed for
producing the desired effects. (2) Debugging newly created plans from instructions requires the robot to predict what will happen if it executes the new plan, to identify the
flaws of the plan with respect to its desired behavior, and to revise the plan in order
to avoid the predicted flaws. (3) Optimizing tasks like table setting also requires the
technical cognitive system to observe people setting the table, to infer the structure of
the activity and reason about why people do not follow the abstract instructions like a
robot but perform the task the way they do. This way the robot would learn that people
stack plates when carrying them in order to minimize the distance they have to walk.
The robot would then transform its plan analogously and test whether this change of
activity structure would result in improved performance.

5

Conclusions

In this paper we have described cognitive technical systems as an application area of
Artificial Intelligence technology using the Assistive Kitchen as an example. In this
context we have identified various tasks where AI technology can advance the state-ofthe-art in cognitive technical systems technology substantially. However, this requires
that the respective AI methods scale towards high performance control of robotic systems in the context of sensor-equipped, embedded robot applications.
We have pointed out a number of research areas where we expect breakthrough
results into this direction. Most notably these areas include:
– symbolic representations grounded in perception and action,
– first-order probabilistic representations of actions, objects, and situations,
– reasoning about objects and situations in the context of everyday manipulation tasks
in human living environments,
– the representation and revision of robot plans for everyday activity.
to name only a few.
It is also necessary that AI researchers closely study the research in neighboring research disciplines. For example, research on manipulation and motion planning [46] has
already outperformed AI planning technology in a number of aspects. Also, research
in computational motor control [19] can tell us nowadays how prediction, model learning, and probabilistic inference work together to produce smooth and high-performance
robot behavior.
In this view, cognitive technical systems are an ideal application area to drive AI
research and prove its relevance to the realization of high-performance autonomous
robotic systems.
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